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NEW QUESTION: 1
During implementation, a two-tier employment model has been set
up. Now the client wants to store employment terms and contract
details for its employees. Which statement is true about moving
from two-tier to a three-tier model?
A. The client cannot move from a two-tier to a three-tier
employment model after the model has been implemented.
B. The client can move from a two-tier to a three-tier
employment model atany point of time, irrespective of the
existence of work relationships.
C. The client can have both: a two-tier employment model can
remain for its existing employees, and a three-tier employment
model can be created to hire new employees within the same
legal employer.
D. If no work relationships exist in the enterprise or legal
employer, then the client can switch from a two-tier to a
three-tier employment model.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have an Azure Active Directory (Azure AD) tenant named
contoso.onmicrosoft.com.
The User administrator role is assigned to a user named Admin1.
An external partner has a Microsoft account that uses the
[email&#160;protected] sign in.
Admin1 attempts to invite the external partner to sign in to
the Azure AD tenant and receives the following error message:
"Unable to invite user [email&#160;protected] Generic
authorization exception." You need to ensure that Admin1 can
invite the external partner to sign in to the Azure AD tenant.
What should you do?
A. From the Users blade, modify the External collaboration
settings.
B. From the Organizational relationships blade, add an identity
provider.
C. From the Roles and administrators blade, assign the Security
administrator role to Admin1.
D. From the Custom domain names blade, add a custom domain.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Drag the IPv6 address type from the left and drop it on the
matching description on the right. Not all IPv6 address types
are used.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
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